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It won't take even more time to purchase this The Great Fire Of London: In That Apocalyptic Year, 1666 By
Neil Hanson It won't take even more cash to publish this publication The Great Fire Of London: In That
Apocalyptic Year, 1666 By Neil Hanson Nowadays, people have actually been so wise to use the
technology. Why do not you utilize your gadget or various other gadget to save this downloaded and install
soft file book The Great Fire Of London: In That Apocalyptic Year, 1666 By Neil Hanson Through this will
allow you to constantly be accompanied by this book The Great Fire Of London: In That Apocalyptic Year,
1666 By Neil Hanson Obviously, it will be the best friend if you read this e-book The Great Fire Of London:
In That Apocalyptic Year, 1666 By Neil Hanson up until completed.

Review
"Popular narrative history at its best, well researched, imaginatively and dramatically written... The author
marshals his story and his mass of contemporary quotation with great skill." (Times Literary Supplement)

"The brilliance of its narrative chapters... He has a marvelous eye for evocative detail. Hanson's prose is
animated by the ferocious energy of the fire and seems to be guided by its inexorable movement. He creates
the literary equivalent of the special effects in a disaster movie. The Dreadful Judgement is so compelling... a
rich mixture of imagination and research." (Daily Telegraph)

"He writes with knowledge and verve. As if making a television documentary on a natural disaster, he
includes a gripping technical chapter on the mechanism and chemistry of combustion. This works
brilliantly... The book gains immeasurably from the author¹s eye for detail and from his understanding of the
beliefs and prejudices of the day... This informative and lively account." (Sunday Times)

"Hanson's book sifts through the ashes and comes up with some intriguing theories." (Daily Mail)

"The Best Depiction of the Great Fire seen to date... He manages to describe not only the atmosphere of the
event itself, but also the experience of living in seventeenth century Britain." (Soho Independent)

"Neil Hanson's descriptions of the inferno are like CNN reports from Kosovo." (Camden New Journal)

"Blends high-class original research with a pacy narrative style that mimics fiction... Horrific subjects have
served this man well and he has a knack for plugging into the dark themes that run like molten rivers beneath
our social veneer." (New Zealand Herald)

"Extraordinary images abound: molten lead pours off St Paul's cathedral and runs silver in the streets; bodies
burn six feet under in their graves." (New Zealand Listener)

"It's not the technical data which makes the book so riveting though. It's the flair with which Hanson invests
his account with qualities usually reserved for novels – narrative drive, persuasive character sketches, vivid



scene stealing." (Sunday Star Times, New Zealand)

"A horror story, well-researched and very well told, which will make you rethink your ideas on desirable old
villas and tightly packed terraced suburbs." (Evening Post, Auckland)

"...when one reads Neil Hanson's meticulously researched, utterly fascinating new account, ...uncanny
parallels between the two September events suddenly ...appear..." (The New York Times Book Review,
September 22, 2002)

From the Inside Flap
Untold numbers perished; great buildings and ancient districts disappeared; knowledge acquired and stored
over centuries was lost forever. The Great Fire of London accomplished what the Spanish Armada and the
plague had failed to do–it reduced the world's most majestic city to utter ruin.

The Great Fire of London recreates this cataclysmic event through precisely etched dramas drawn from
firsthand accounts of those who lived through the all-consuming blaze. Like all great disasters, the great fire
brought out the best, the worst, and the most heartbreaking aspects of humanity. You'll meet the king who
rallied his subjects to battle the fire, the cart drivers who charged a lifetime's wages to haul a single load of
goods to safety, and the elderly couple who continued to sweep their tidy cottage, even as they were engulfed
in flames.

With an unerring eye for evocative detail, author Neil Hanson creates a striking portrait of pre-fire London,
its narrow alleys and jettied houses a testament to the city’s medieval past, every vestige of which would
soon be obliterated. His graphic descriptions of the conflagration, written in prose as fiercely driven as the
flames themselves, are, according to the Daily Telegraph (London), "the literary equivalent of the special
effects in a disaster movie."

Many Londoners were certain that the fire was a dreadful judgment–God's wrath visited at last on a sinful
earth. The book describes in detail the chemistry and behavior of firestorms, making it easy to understand
why anyone might have felt that way–especially when the melting leaden roof of St. Paul's Cathedral rained
boiling droplets down upon terrified onlookers. The book also lays the groundwork for several convincing
theories on the origins of the blaze.

Supplemented with period illustrations, maps, and photos, The Great Fire of London tells a riveting tale of
terror and courage, chaos and resilience, despair and the rebirth of hope. This unforgettable account is must
reading for anyone who is fascinated by great disasters, British history, or the indomitable human spirit.

From the Back Cover
Acclaim for The Great Fire of London

"Popular narrative history at its best, well researched, imaginatively and dramatically written. . . . The author
marshals his story and his mass of contemporary quotations with great skill."
—Times Literary Supplement

"The brilliance of its narrative chapters . . . a marvelous eye for evocative detail. Hanson’s prose is animated
by the ferocious energy of the fire and seems to be guided by its inexorable movement. He creates the
literary equivalent of the special effects in a disaster movie. . . . A rich mixture of imagination and research."
—The Daily Telegraph (London)

"He writes with knowledge and verve. As if making a television documentary on a natural disaster, he
includes a gripping technical chapter on the mechanism and chemistry of combustion. This works brilliantly.



. . . The book gains immeasurably from the author's eye for detail and from his understanding of the beliefs
and prejudices of the day. . . . Informative and lively account."
—The Sunday Times (London)

"The best depiction of the Great Fire seen to date. . . . He manages to describe not only the atmosphere of the
event itself, but also the experience of living in seventeenth-century Britain."
—Soho Independent

"A riveting book for those who like their history with a bit of mystery."
—The Brisbane News

"A rollicking good yarn."
—The Age (Melbourne)

"Blends high-class original research with a narrative style that mimics fiction. . . . Horrific subjects have
served this man well and he has a knack for plugging into the dark themes that run like molten rivers beneath
our social veneer."
—New Zealand Herald

"Neil Hanson’s descriptions of the inferno are like CNN reports from Kosovo."
—Camden New Journal

"It's not the technical data which makes the book so riveting though. It's the flair with which Hanson invests
his account with qualities usually reserved for novels–narrative drive, persuasive character sketches, vivid
scene stealing."
—Sunday Star Times (New Zealand)
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The tragic story of the disastrous London fire is told here from both a human and architectural point of view,
as the fire destroyed lives along with buildings such as the original St. Paul's cathedral.
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"The brilliance of its narrative chapters... He has a marvelous eye for evocative detail. Hanson's prose is
animated by the ferocious energy of the fire and seems to be guided by its inexorable movement. He creates
the literary equivalent of the special effects in a disaster movie. The Dreadful Judgement is so compelling... a
rich mixture of imagination and research." (Daily Telegraph)

"He writes with knowledge and verve. As if making a television documentary on a natural disaster, he
includes a gripping technical chapter on the mechanism and chemistry of combustion. This works
brilliantly... The book gains immeasurably from the author¹s eye for detail and from his understanding of the
beliefs and prejudices of the day... This informative and lively account." (Sunday Times)

"Hanson's book sifts through the ashes and comes up with some intriguing theories." (Daily Mail)

"The Best Depiction of the Great Fire seen to date... He manages to describe not only the atmosphere of the
event itself, but also the experience of living in seventeenth century Britain." (Soho Independent)

"Neil Hanson's descriptions of the inferno are like CNN reports from Kosovo." (Camden New Journal)
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his account with qualities usually reserved for novels – narrative drive, persuasive character sketches, vivid
scene stealing." (Sunday Star Times, New Zealand)

"A horror story, well-researched and very well told, which will make you rethink your ideas on desirable old
villas and tightly packed terraced suburbs." (Evening Post, Auckland)

"...when one reads Neil Hanson's meticulously researched, utterly fascinating new account, ...uncanny
parallels between the two September events suddenly ...appear..." (The New York Times Book Review,
September 22, 2002)

From the Inside Flap
Untold numbers perished; great buildings and ancient districts disappeared; knowledge acquired and stored
over centuries was lost forever. The Great Fire of London accomplished what the Spanish Armada and the
plague had failed to do–it reduced the world's most majestic city to utter ruin.

The Great Fire of London recreates this cataclysmic event through precisely etched dramas drawn from
firsthand accounts of those who lived through the all-consuming blaze. Like all great disasters, the great fire
brought out the best, the worst, and the most heartbreaking aspects of humanity. You'll meet the king who
rallied his subjects to battle the fire, the cart drivers who charged a lifetime's wages to haul a single load of
goods to safety, and the elderly couple who continued to sweep their tidy cottage, even as they were engulfed
in flames.

With an unerring eye for evocative detail, author Neil Hanson creates a striking portrait of pre-fire London,
its narrow alleys and jettied houses a testament to the city’s medieval past, every vestige of which would
soon be obliterated. His graphic descriptions of the conflagration, written in prose as fiercely driven as the
flames themselves, are, according to the Daily Telegraph (London), "the literary equivalent of the special
effects in a disaster movie."

Many Londoners were certain that the fire was a dreadful judgment–God's wrath visited at last on a sinful
earth. The book describes in detail the chemistry and behavior of firestorms, making it easy to understand
why anyone might have felt that way–especially when the melting leaden roof of St. Paul's Cathedral rained
boiling droplets down upon terrified onlookers. The book also lays the groundwork for several convincing
theories on the origins of the blaze.

Supplemented with period illustrations, maps, and photos, The Great Fire of London tells a riveting tale of
terror and courage, chaos and resilience, despair and the rebirth of hope. This unforgettable account is must
reading for anyone who is fascinated by great disasters, British history, or the indomitable human spirit.

From the Back Cover
Acclaim for The Great Fire of London

"Popular narrative history at its best, well researched, imaginatively and dramatically written. . . . The author
marshals his story and his mass of contemporary quotations with great skill."
—Times Literary Supplement

"The brilliance of its narrative chapters . . . a marvelous eye for evocative detail. Hanson’s prose is animated
by the ferocious energy of the fire and seems to be guided by its inexorable movement. He creates the
literary equivalent of the special effects in a disaster movie. . . . A rich mixture of imagination and research."
—The Daily Telegraph (London)

"He writes with knowledge and verve. As if making a television documentary on a natural disaster, he



includes a gripping technical chapter on the mechanism and chemistry of combustion. This works brilliantly.
. . . The book gains immeasurably from the author's eye for detail and from his understanding of the beliefs
and prejudices of the day. . . . Informative and lively account."
—The Sunday Times (London)

"The best depiction of the Great Fire seen to date. . . . He manages to describe not only the atmosphere of the
event itself, but also the experience of living in seventeenth-century Britain."
—Soho Independent

"A riveting book for those who like their history with a bit of mystery."
—The Brisbane News

"A rollicking good yarn."
—The Age (Melbourne)

"Blends high-class original research with a narrative style that mimics fiction. . . . Horrific subjects have
served this man well and he has a knack for plugging into the dark themes that run like molten rivers beneath
our social veneer."
—New Zealand Herald

"Neil Hanson’s descriptions of the inferno are like CNN reports from Kosovo."
—Camden New Journal

"It's not the technical data which makes the book so riveting though. It's the flair with which Hanson invests
his account with qualities usually reserved for novels–narrative drive, persuasive character sketches, vivid
scene stealing."
—Sunday Star Times (New Zealand)

Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Wow!
By PatZ
I couldn't put this book down. It's the story of a tremendous fire that wiped out a huge section of London --
all started by one person's stupid mistake -- and how it affected not only London itself but Europe, too. This
was a catastrophic fire, unimaginable by today's standards, and this book puts you right in the middle of it.
The author also introduces to you in detail just what it was like living in London at that time. Again, those of
us in the 21st Century cannot begin to imagine how people lived, what they considered "normal," what
everyday life was like, what they ate, what their houses were like, their sanitary systems. It's just so
unbelievably far away from today. And you are there, seeing it, feeling it, experiencing it. Neil Hanson has
done meticulous research and is one heck of a storyteller. Anyway, if you like living history and have any
interest in London (or fires, or catastrophes for that matter), this book is a must. I've read other treatises
about the 1666 London fire, and nothing can come close to this. Buy it! Now!

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Worthwhile read
By L. Barton
On our third visit to London we stayed in the area where the fire raged. Burning with curiosity, I sought out
this book and found the historical background without sensationalism most interesting. It can be dull in parts,
but the author brings the politics and the disaster together in an understandable manner.



0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Vivid accounts before and after the disaster put the reader on edge almost like a work of fiction but
completely non fiction
By Amazon Customer
Exceptionally written by the master story teller Neil Hanson. Vivid accounts before and after the disaster put
the reader on edge almost like a work of fiction but completely non fiction.

See all 16 customer reviews...
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